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Abstract
Modifying the style of movements will be an important component of robotic interaction
as more and more robots move into human-facing scenarios where humans are (consciously
or unconsciously) constantly monitoring the motion profile of counterparts in order to make
judgments about the state of these counterparts. This thesis includes two main contributions:
(1) the development of two MATLAB tools that are designed to aid in the creation and
simulation of stylized movement trajectories in varied contexts and (2) three user studies that
explore the e↵ects of environmental context on a human’s perception of stylized movement.
First and foremost, the results from all of the user studies indicate that environmental
contexts and stylized walking sequences both impact a↵ect recognition. In the first two
studies, participants were asked to categorize stimuli as one of seven a↵ective labels. The
results show that the labels were not applied consistently and so it was concluded that the
a↵ect of a multi-dimensional stimuli cannot be adequately categorized using a single a↵ective
label. In the third study the stimuli were evaluated on multiple scales and classified using
ratings of valence and arousal rather than a↵ective labels. The results were used to create
a least squares model for the dataset that decomposed the a↵ect ratings of animations to
display the compound e↵ects of stylized walking sequences and environmental contexts on
a↵ective ratings.
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Chapter 1
Stylized Movement Studies
In the coming years, automated systems will interact with human users in increasingly
unstructured tasks. These systems, which may manifest as animated avatars or moving
machines, need to tap into human movement patterns and conventions in order to operate
successfully. An important characteristic of human movement that is considered in HRI
studies is the ability of a human to display internal a↵ect (emotions) through stylized move-
ments. Internal human a↵ect is externally manifested through multiple modalities including
gestures, postures, and facial expressions. Stylized body movements are nonverbal ways in
which a↵ective information about the state of the mover can be recognized and understood
by other agents in their environment.
In this thesis, we investigate the relationship between stylized movements, context, and
a↵ect recognition. This chapter will present previous work that focussed on stylized move-
ments as well discussion about various applications where stylized movement studies are of
particular interest. Section 1.1 discusses previous work in stylized movement recognition
and Section 1.2 presents previous work in stylized movement generation. Chapter 2 presents
existing frameworks that have been previously used to model subjective qualities, such as
style and a↵ect, using quantitative metrics. Chapter 3 presents the methods that were used
for creating the stimuli used in the user studies presented in this thesis as well as the two
MATLAB tools that were developed. Study 1 investigated environmental context selection
rates when users are primed with the intended a↵ect of a stylized walking sequence and is
presented in Chapter 4. Study 2 investigated how human a↵ect recognition rates of stylized
walking sequences varied based on the environment where they were portrayed and is in-
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cluded in Chapter 5. Finally, the compound e↵ects of environmental contexts and stylized
gait on a↵ective ratings that are explored in Study 3 are discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter
7 concludes the thesis with a discussion about how the work presented in this paper helps
towards understanding the relationship between movement, context, and a↵ect recognition.
1.1 Machine-Driven Style Recognition
Current research in stylistic movement recognition and generation can be broadly catego-
rized as machine-driven studies or human-driven perception studies. The machine-driven
studies often utilize machine learning algorithms to analyze and categorize the style of a
movement sequence using information previously obtained from a training set. The machine
learning algorithms used for stylized movement recognition are generally supervised learning
algorithms. The goal of a supervised learning algorithm is to use a training data set to learn
a function that maps inputs directly to outputs [1]. Both generative and discriminative
learning algorithms are commonly used for a↵ect recognition algorithms. To help explain
the di↵erence, consider x to be the input and y to be an output label. A generative learning
model leverages a joint probability p(x, y) to determine the most likely output label while a
discriminative learning model would try to learn p(y|x) directly [2].
In [3], Bernhardt and Robinson decomposed movement sequences of a single action into
motion primitives and then used a family of binary support vector machines (SVMs) (su-
pervised, discriminative classifier) to classify the style of each motion primitive. The single
action sequence was decomposed into segments that had overall motion energy above a cer-
tain threshold and then the motion primitives were derived by k-means clustering of the
decomposed sequences. The SVMs classified each segmented motion primitive as either neu-
tral, happy, angry, or sad. The algorithm determined the classified the entire movement
sequence using majority rule of the motion primitive classifications. Bernhardt and Robin-
son used this study as a pilot study for [4]. In [4], Bernhardt and Robinson created an
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algorithm to classify the style of action sequences consisting of knocking, throwing, lifting,
and walking movements. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (supervised, generative classifier)
was first used to segment the connected action sequences into isolated action. The isolated
actions were then classified with SVMs. The process was similar to the process performed
in [3].
In [5], Etemad and Arya created an artificial neural network (ANN), which they called
a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN), for classifying stylized movements. The
authors subtract a ‘neutral’ portion of an action sequence from the original sequence so only
the ‘stylized’ portion of the action sequence remains. The algorithm they developed then
decompose the remaining features into Gaussian radial basis functions (RBFs) which are
used as input to the RBFNN. The RBFNN is a supervised learning algorithm that classified
the input sequences as either happy, sad, energetic, tiered, young, or old.
In general, the overall goal of previous work in machine-driven style recognition studies has
been to create algorithms that accurately classified a small set of well defined action inputs
as a finite set of qualitative descriptions using kinematic motion parameters. The majority
of the machine-driven studies ignore the role of context, operating under the assumption
that movement alone can be a↵ective [6].
1.2 Human Perception of Stylized Movements
Human perception of a↵ect communicated through movement and context is of particular
interest in the field of animation. Since animations do not face the same physical limita-
tions that are present in real world scenarios, animated character movement and simulated
contexts can be exaggerated to make the a↵ective intent of the characters more evident.
However, character movements and simulated contexts can be exaggerated past the point
of believability and can cause the a↵ective intent of the character to become less clear, as
seen in [7]. Disney’s Twelve Principles of Animation is one set of guidelines that animators
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commonly use to increase the believability of the animations [8]. These principles have also
been used as guidelines for creating stylized robotic movement [9, 10].
Human perception studies generally consist of stylized movement generation that is val-
idated by means of a user study. In [11], Etemad and Arya proposed a model that used a
transformation function to convert the secondary features of an action sequence while main-
taining the integrity of the base action. In a separate study, Etemad and Arya presented a
modeling approach that utilized Gaussian radial basis functions (RBFs) to transform neu-
tral base action sequences into action sequences with stylized features [7]. The modeling
approach developed in [7] will be further described in Section 3.1.
Both [11] and [7] validate the quality of the transformed action sequences with user studies
where participants were asked to rate how well a particular style was represented in the
generated movement. In these user studies, the participants were not provided with context
for where the movement was occurring and were told the intended style of the generated
movement prior to evaluation.
1.2.1 Influence of Priming on Perception
In this thesis, the word priming will be used to describe individual bias that is associated with
decision making. In this thesis, priming will be referred to as either inherent or subliminal.
We consider priming to be inherent when a decision is influenced by preferences developed in
the long-term. Inherent priming can be influenced by variables such as cultural upbringing,
social bonds, and a✏uence/social class [12]. This definition follows the notion that past
experience e↵ect current perception [13].
The primary form of priming that is examined in this thesis will be referred to as subliminal
priming. We consider priming to be subliminal when an individual is prompted with stimuli
shortly before making a decision. subliminal priming can be intentional (i.e. designed to sway
the decision) or unintentional (i.e. inadvertently influences the decision). Repetitiveness is
a form of subliminal priming that has been shown to decrease motivation [14]. In user
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studies involving human evaluation, the order that questions are asked is often randomized
to mitigate the a↵ects of priming caused by repetition [7, 15, 16]. Relativity is another form
of subliminal priming that can cause rating scales to become nonuniform. This occurs when
a stimulus is rated with respect to the ratings of previous stimuli rather than on an absolute
scale [13].
1.2.2 Role of Context in A↵ect Recognition
The a↵ect experienced by a human viewing a stylized movement is also heavily dependent
on the situation where the movement is being experienced or imagined. If no context (en-
vironment, observed subject, situation/task, etc.) is provided, there is a significant chance
that the observer will misinterpret the a↵ective intent of the movement [6]. It is worth not-
ing that multiple studies in psychology present theories that the components of context are
highly intertwined and cannot be considered independently when evaluating the influence of
context on perception [12, 17]. To demonstrate the validity of this statement, consider the
following example. Consider the following set of events:
1. amonkey that is observing the surrounding environment at a beach on Phi Phi Island
2. a human that is observing the surrounding environment at a beach on Phi Phi Island
3. a human that is performing an experiment to assess an abnormality at a
beach on Phi Phi Island
4. a human that is performing an experiment to assess an abnormality on the
International Space Station
The components of context that are included set of events just listed include observed
subject (bold), situation/task (italic), and environment (underlined). Each event varies by
one component of context from the event immediately proceeding it. Now consider potential
perceptions for each of the events. In the first event, the monkey may seem intense and
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alert because it is monitoring for predators. In event 2, the human may seem lackadaisical
and relaxed because they are watching the waves break on the beach. The action being
performed by the human in event 3 might be perceived as directed or methodical as it may
pertain to mundane work. The action in event 4 may be necessary to maintain the life of the
astronauts and therefore might be interpreted as stressful. In each of these examples, it is
demonstrated that perception is heavily dependent on multiple aspects of context. However,
the individual e↵ects of each component on the overall perception is unclear. In order to
reduce the number of unknowns when investigating the compound e↵ects of context on a↵ect
recognition, environment will be the only element of context that is examined in the pilot
studies presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Frameworks for Quantifying Style and A↵ect
A major challenge in HRI studies is the ability to adequately assign quantitative metrics
to represent qualitative traits. In this chapter, two existing framework for quantifying style
and a↵ect are presented. However, before discussing the frameworks, it is important to state
the distinction between the terms style and a↵ect. For the remainder of this paper, the term
style will refer to physical variations in movement patterns that cause the same primary
action (i.e. walk, throw, run, dive, etc.) to appear di↵erently. The term a↵ect will refer to
an emotional response of a human that was in response to viewing some sort of stimulus.
Section 2.1 presents a framework that is used in dance and movement analysis. Section 2.2
presents various methods used in modern psychology that are used to quantify a↵ect.
2.1 Laban/Bartenie↵ Movement Studies (LBMS)
Di↵erent frameworks and models have been created across various disciplines in an attempt
to quantify both style and a↵ect. In dance and movement analysis, the Laban/Bartenie↵
Movement Studies (LBMS) is a framework that is used to classify and generate human move-
ments. LBMS is divided into four categories: Body, Space, Shape, and E↵ort. Labanotation
is a notation system that was developed to record movement using the LBMS framework.
The movements are recorded on a sta↵ where body parts are represented on the horizontal
axis and the vertical axis represents time. In Labanotation, each LBMS category is rep-
resented by a di↵erent set of symbols. This section will provide a brief overview of each
category and present robotics studies that have utilize aspects of each category.
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The Body category is used to describe the organization of the human body during move-
ment [18]. In [19], Huzaifa et al. proposed a strategy for creating bipedal walking that was
initiated through core-actuation. Three of Bartenie↵’s Basic Six [20] principles of movement
were used to analyze gait and the results of the analysis were used to develop a core-actuated
bipedal walker simulation. In [21], LaViers et al. used high-level body movement abstrac-
tions, called Motif, to classify robotic actions. The symbols that were used are called the
Basic Body Actions and included flexion, extension, rotation, traveling, scatter, and gather.
This notation method was used so that the framework would not need to be altered if the
robotic platform was changed.
The Space category is used to describe spatial orientation of the movement and mover [18].
In [22], Jang Sher proposed a platform-invariant framework for robotic spatial commands
that was developed using 26 spatial directions from LBMS. The framework was validated
in a user study where participants first selected Labanotation symbols for Body and Space
to create a movement phrase for a specified context and then evaluated how well their
intended movement was portrayed on two di↵erent robotic platforms (Baxter and NAO).
In [23], Rett and Dias utilize a concept that describes Laban’s spatial directions as lines of
motion instead of points in space to develop a Bayesian model for gesture recognition. The
previously described concept was developed in [24] by Longsta↵, where he named lines of
motion Vector Symbols.
The Shape category is used to describe how the body changes shape and moves within
the environment [18]. In [25], Khoshhal et al. use characteristics of the Shape category to
develop models that estimates human shape change in the vertical, horizontal, and sagittal
planes. The resulting models were then used as features in a Bayesian Network for human
motion recognition. In [26], Chi et al. present a system that uses features of the Shape and
E↵ort categories to help create natural synthetic gestures in 3D character animations.
The E↵ort category is used to describe the qualitative aspect of movement [18]. The E↵ort
category is the most widely used LBMS category in robotics studies. In [27], LaViers et al.
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created a mapping between the E↵ort motion factors and the weights in a cost function that
were used to create stylized robotic movements. In [28], Masuda et al. create equations
(termed ‘Laban’s feature values’) to represent the characteristics of the E↵ort category. The
set of ‘Laban’s feature values’ were implemented on a robotic platform in a user study where
participants rated the level of emotion expressed through the robotic motion. The results
were used to correlate emotion estimations with parameters of the Laban’s feature value set.
Masuda and Kato used [28] as a pilot study for [29], where they developed a method for
adding target emotions to movements of a human form robot. In the RAD Lab at UIUC,
quantified mappings of the the E↵ort motion factors weight, time, and space were created
and are being used to create task-constrained motion generation of aerial robots. E↵ort is
the LBMS category whose framework is most applicable to the topics discussed in this thesis.
This section will conclude with a high-level overview of the E↵ort category framework.
2.1.1 LBMS E↵ort Category
E↵ort category is a framework that describes the inner intent of the mover as manifested
in motion quality. The E↵ort category is composed of the Motion Factors (Flow, Weight,
Space, and Time) [18]. Each motion factor is described by a continuum between an Indulging
quality and a Fighting quality. The qualities associated with each motion factor are shown
in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: LBMS E↵ort Motion Factor Qualities
Motion Factor Indulging Fighting
Flow Free Bound
Weight Light Strong
Space Indirect Direct
Time Sustained Sudden
When the extreme notions of the Motion Factors Weight, Space, and Time are combined
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Figure 2.1: This diagram shows the Motion Factor qualities that each Basic E↵ort Action
is comprised of. The Motion Factor qualities of a Basic E↵ort Action are the extremes
closest to the corner where the Basic E↵ort Action is mapped. For instance, the motion
factor qualities that describe ‘dabbing’ are direct, sudden, and light.
they create a set of descriptions known as the Basic E↵ort Actions. The Basic E↵ort Actions
include dabbing, gliding, floating, flicking, thrusting, pressing, wringing, and slashing [27].
The Basic E↵ort Actions provide a set of style labels, rather than labels that are inherently
a↵ective, to describe movement quality. The motion factor combinations that produce each
of the Basic E↵ort Actions are depicted in Fig. 2.1. As previously mentioned, features of the
Motion Factors and the Basic E↵ort Actions have been used to create functions that map
quantitative changes in kinematic parameters to qualitative styles.
2.2 A↵ective Domain of Modern Psychology
Modern psychology is often decomposed into three domains: the cognitive domain, the af-
fective domain, and the conative domain. The cognitive domain encompasses processes that
lead to the acquisition of knowledge, the a↵ective domain deals with feelings and emotions,
and the conative domain refers to the impulses and actions associated with knowledge (cog-
nition) and feelings (a↵ect) [30]. All three domains are highly intertwined, but this section
will primarily focus on frameworks that have been developed to model the a↵ective domain,
as it relates most closely to the research documented in this thesis.
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2.2.1 Semantic Di↵erential Scales
Before discussing the specific frameworks, it is necessary to discuss semantic di↵erential
scales because they are utilized by all of the frameworks that are presented in this section.
Semantic di↵erential scales are commonly used in research studies that examine the a↵ective
domain. Semantic di↵erential scales are rating scales that associates bipolar adjective pairs
with numeric scales and are used to evaluate stimuli. Factor analysis is performed on the
results of the semantic di↵erential scales to quantify the relationships between the stimuli
and/or determine the number of independent features in the stimuli that account for the
majority of the variance in the results. Semantic di↵erential scales have been utilized to
rate a large range of stimuli including, but not limited to, emotions [31, 32], frequently used
English words [33], images [15, 16], facial expressions [34], and human gait animations (part
of the user studies presented in Chapter 6).
2.2.2 Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) Emotional-State
Model
In 1974, Russell and Mehrabian and claimed that only three bipolar dimensions were nec-
essary to adequately describe emotions: pleasure, arousal, and dominance [31]. Pleasure is
the positive to negative evaluation of a stimulus [35], arousal is the level of activation of the
nervous system or the motivation to move towards or away from a stimulus [35], and domi-
nance is the level of control or influence experienced when interacting with a stimulus [32].
There were originally 18 semantic di↵erential scales (6 representing each dimension) used
in the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) Emotional-State Model. After multiple studies
were conducted, the scales in the PAD model were modified and the final PAD model devel-
oped by Mehrabian consisted of 47 semantic di↵erential scales (24 pleasure, 8 arousal, and
15 dominance) [36]. The PAD model has been utilized in studies where models were created
to predict physical attractiveness, name desirability, and product preference [37].
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2.2.3 Circumplex Model of A↵ect
In 1980, James A. Russell developed a tool named the Circumplex Model of A↵ect that is
used to map a↵ective states to a two-dimensional chart using ratings of valence and arousal
[38]. The first circumplex model was used to evaluate the a↵ective ratings of 28 words
[38]. Although this model excludes a dimension that was previously described as necessary
for adequate emotional classification in the PAD model, this model was found to describe
a↵ective states reasonably well with the added benefit of considering fewer factors in the
analysis [37]. There have been many studies that use aspects of the circumplex model to
evaluate the a↵ective states of stimulus including a study on a↵ective classification of blog
posts [39] and studies evaluating the a↵ective ratings of images [15, 16].
Databases were created from the results of the studies evaluating a↵ective ratings of im-
ages. These databases contain images with a↵ective ratings of valence and arousal and have
been created to assist in emotional research studies. The International A↵ective Picture
System (IAPS) is the most widely reference a↵ective visual stimulus database. However,
IAPS is only made available to researchers by request and all information pertaining to the
contents of the database are subject to copyright restrictions to help ensure the integrity of
the a↵ective ratings. The Geneva A↵ective PicturE Database (GAPED) [16] and the Open
A↵ective Standardized Image Set (OASIS) [15] are open-access databases that contain a↵ec-
tive ratings for 730 and 900 color images, respectively. These open-access databases are free
to the public and do not have any copyright restrictions. Images from OASIS and GAPED
were utilized as stimuli in the studies presented in this paper. Details about the images that
were utilized are included in Section 4.1.
2.2.4 Towards Understanding How Environmental Context
Influences A↵ect
There are studies that have subjectively evaluated a↵ective ratings of various features of
an environmental context including population density [37], auditory stimuli [40], and vi-
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sual stimuli [15, 16]. However, the subjective nature of these evaluations can cause similar
stimuli to have significantly di↵erent a↵ective ratings. Replacing the subjective evaluation
of a↵ective ratings with an objective evaluation could help to reduce variation correlated to
priming.
To the knowledge of this author, [41] is the only published research that attempts to
include objectively quantifiable environmental parameters as variables in studies evaluating
a↵ective states. In [41], Kanjo et al. propose an approach for assessing the impact of
environment and physiological changes on the a↵ective state of a human using direct and
continuous sensor data. The data was collected by having multiple participants walk around
a city center with a Microsoft Band 2 to collect physiological data and an Android phone to
collect environmental information and to self-report emotional state.
The only self reported variable in this study was the emotional response, which was defined
using a valence scale. The physiological and environmental features were quantified using
sensors that measured environmental noise, ambient light (UV), GPS location, air pressure,
electro dermal activities (EDA), heart rate (HR), hand acceleration, and body temperature.
The model that was developed using the results of the study was 86% accurate in determining
a valence rating based on physiological and environmental feature values. It is important
to note that the scope of this tool is limited to one specified environmental context and
only considers one dimension of the a↵ective domain. However, even with these limitations,
Kanjo et al. demonstrate that it is possible to use quantifiable environmental parameters to
assist in estimating subjective emotional responses in humans.
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Chapter 3
Methods and Tools for Generating
Data-Driven Stimuli
This chapter presents the methods that were used to create the video stimuli that was used in
the studies presented in this paper and describes two MATLAB tools that were developed to
aid in multimedia stimuli creation for future studies. Section 3.1 describes the process that
was used to create the baseline stylized walking sequences utilized in the stimuli for the user
studies presented in this thesis. Section 3.2 describes the process that was used to create the
video stimuli for the user studies presented in this thesis. Section 3.3 describes the Viewing
Simulations of Data Driven Trajectories in an Environment (V-SDDTE) MATLAB tool that
was developed to display existing motion capture files in environmental contexts. Section
3.4 describes the Creating Simulations of Data Driven Trajectories in an Environment (C-
SDDTE) MATLAB tool that was developed to assist in creating simulations of aerial avatar
trajectories using manipulated motion capture data and then viewing the trajectories in
various environmental contexts.
3.1 Generating Baseline Stylized Walking Sequences
The primary source of inspiration for the work presented in this thesis was developed during
the a research seminar (ME 598 - High Level Robotic Control and Movement Representation)
at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. During the course of the semester long
seminar, the relationship between movement profiles and context was probed with the intent
of understanding how the two elements contribute to an outsiders perception of the a↵ective
intent of the movement. In generating the stimuli used in the user studies presented in
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Chapters 4, 5, and 6, the authors sought to find existing animated movements that were
previously verified as “stylized” in previous studies.
As previously mentioned, stylized walking sequences were created by expert animators
and evaluated by participants that were uneducated in animation techniques in user study
documented in [7]. The input and output walking sequences produced in [7] were used to
generate the stimuli for the user studies presented in this paper (presented in Section 3.2).
This section will summarize the process for creating and evaluating the stylized walking
sequences that was presented in [7].
Etemad and Arya use a linear motion model to describe the various movement parameters
involved in a 54 degree-of-freedom (DOF) skeleton walking. The linear model Etemad and
Arya derive describes a complete motion sequence as a linear combination of primary features
and secondary features. The primary features are associated with the base action of the
movement sequence, such as throwing or walking. The set of primary features associated
with the base action is referred to as the primary theme of the motion sequence. The
secondary features are the components of movement associated with the style in which the
action is performed. The weighted set of secondary features associated with one style is
referred to as a secondary theme of the motion sequence. The model developed by Etemad
and Arya permits multiple secondary themes to be simultaneously applied to a single primary
theme.
The primary features used in [7] were based on neutral walking sequences that were cap-
tured using a retro-reflective marker-based Vicon motion capture system. The secondary
features were created by 11 experienced animators. The animators were tasked with creat-
ing secondary features using radial basis functions to transform a neutral walking sequence
into various stylized walking sequences. The animators were allowed to used up to three
radial basis functions (RBFs) per DOF in the model to create the secondary feature sets
for the secondary themes. The feature sets created by all of the animators for a particular
secondary theme were averaged together to create one secondary feature set. The secondary
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themes that the animators were tasked with creating were labeled as energetic, feminine,
happy, masculine, sad and tired.
For the remainder of this thesis the label pairs feminine/masculine, energetic/tired, and
happy/sad will be considered bipolar pairs. Bipolar implies that if one style of a bipolar pair
is embodied by a state at time t, then the other style in the bipolar pair cannot be embodied
by the same state at time t. For example, a state could be viewed as both happy and tired
but not as both tired and energetic at any given time.
The styles of the secondary themes were evaluated by 16 new participants. These par-
ticipants used forced-choice scales to rate 12 stylized walking sequences for each secondary
theme. The participants were told what the intended secondary theme was prior to rating.
The walking sequences varied by number of secondary features (1, 4, 7, and 10) as well as
weight w (0.4, 0.7 ,1.0, and 1.3) of the secondary features used to embody the intended a↵ect
of the animators. Please refer to [7] for further details on the generation and labeling of the
context invariant stimuli leveraged in user studies presented in this paper.
3.2 Stimuli Creation Process for Thesis User Studies
The user studies that are presented in this thesis use still images of environments and video
animations of stick figures walking in various environments as stimuli. This section details
the methods that were used to create the video animations. The video stimuli consisted
of the stylized walking sequences with 10 secondary features and weight w = 1.0 from
[7] superimposed onto seven di↵erent background videos from YouTube (49 new animation
videos) in an attempt to visually simulate an environmental context. The background videos
were chosen because they contained similar characteristics to the 7 OASIS reference images.
The selection process for the 7 OASIS references will be further described in Section 4.1 .
The reference OASIS images and snapshots of the video stimuli that were created are shown
in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The first column contains the OASIS images that were used as reference. The
labels of the OASIS images, from top to bottom, are Nature 1, Beach 1, Street 1, Garbage
Dump 2, Grass 6, Lightning 3, and Soldier 9 [15]. The second column contains snapshots
of the 7 original animations [7] and the 49 new animations created for this user study. The
environmental contexts in column 1 and column 2 that are in the same row have similar
features. The labels of the snapshots, from top to bottom, are white, aspen, beach, city,
garbage, grass, lightning, and war.
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All of the user study video stimuli was created in iMovie using environmental contexts
found in YouTube videos and the walking sequences created by animators in [7]. The original
walking sequences from [7] were approximately 2 seconds long and consisted of a blue stick
figure model completing one full gait cycle on a white background. The duration of each
original walking sequence was extended to approximately 10 seconds by looping each ani-
mation 5 times. Color correction was then performed to change the color of the stick figure
model to black so that it would be visible in all of the simulated environmental contexts. The
10 second videos with black stick figure models were used as the white background walking
animations.
The white backgrounds had to be removed prior to superimposing the stick figure models
onto the various background videos. This was achieved by adjusting the levels of color satu-
ration and color contrast so that the white backgrounds became blue. The background was
changed to blue because iMovie has a green screen feature that removes blue and green back-
grounds of superimposed videos. The 10 second walking sequences with blue backgrounds
were saved and used as the baseline walking animations that were superimposed onto the
various background videos.
In some cases, the timing or orientation of the environmental context video was edited to
match the gait cycle timing of the walking sequence. The timings of the walking sequences
were never altered to ensure that the duration of each gait cycle remained constant in all of
the video stimuli. It should be noted that the size and placement of the stick figure models
was not constant in all simulated environmental contexts. However, the sizes and locations
of all stick figure models within each environmental context were approximately the same.
3.2.1 Limitations of Method
The method for creating video stimuli just described was time-consuming and resulted in
low-fidelity simulations. Some of the primary limitations that make this method non-ideal
include:
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• Inability to exactly sync timing of gait cycle with environmental context simulation
• Lack of appropriate, readily available environmental context videos
• Inability to simulate a believable 3-dimensional space
• Fixed orientations of the stylized walking sequences
These limitations inspired the development of two MATLAB tools that can be used to
quickly and e ciently produce multi-dimensional (movement and context) animations for
future user studies.
3.3 MATLAB Tool for Viewing Simulations of Data
Driven Trajectories in Environments
One method of creating simulated trajectories is to use a data-driven approach. The MAT-
LAB tools presented in this thesis utilize pre-existing motion capture data as the the baseline
data. Motion capture data is commonly used in data driven approaches for creating realistic
video game characters and animations [42]. Data-driven approaches are sometimes desirable
because they enable the creation of complex trajectories without having to explicitly derive
the equations of motion.
The MATLAB tool V-SDDTE, displayed in Fig. 3.2, was developed with the goal of
becoming a platform where humans could quickly and easily investigate how varying the
dimensionality of human movement and altering the environmental context influenced a↵ect
recognition. It should be noted that this tool does not account for any physical limitations
(gravity, mass, hardware restrictions, etc.) that would be imposed on a physical system.
For the remainder of this chapter, the user input parameters for the MATLAB tools will be
capitalized and italicized to emphasize the notion that the words represent parameter labels
and not selection options. In this section, the high-level explanations of the capabilities and
functionalities of each parameter will be followed by a more detailed discussion about design
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choices and code implementation. All of the user input parameters for this tool are shown in
Fig. 3.2. For further formatting information that is not documented in this section, please
refer to the read me file that is outlined in Appendix A.
3.3.1 Motion Capture Data Library Creation
The current baseline motion capture library consists of 183 walking data files that were col-
lected by 23 participants [43]. The library includes clockwise and counter-clockwise walking
sequences that were performed in the various styles, including happy, sad, angry and neu-
tral. The motion capture data files that are currently in the library were chosen based on
accessibility. The tool is built to accommodate additional motion capture data files as long
as they are formatted correctly and exist in the correct file locations.
The baseline motion capture data library that is currently being used was obtained as
PTD files from [43]. MATLAB code was written to convert the PTD files into CSV files
that were formatted and later used as the motion capture library for the MATLAB tools.
The names of the CSV files are encoded with information about the action performed, the
person who performed the action, the orientation of the action performed, and the style of
the performed action.
3.3.2 Motion Capture File Selection for Simulation
The Data Selection parameters are used for defining the working file where the motion
capture data will be extracted from. The Action and Person selection options are automat-
ically generated each time the GUI code is run and determined by the CSV file names in
the working directory. These parameters automatically update because the selected options
are directly saved as the MATLAB handles storing the states of each parameter. The Style
and Walking Direction selection options were manually defined during the GUI creation.
These were manually defined because the handles storing the states of each parameter are
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Figure 3.2: Screen captures of the MATLAB tool V-SDDTE
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not set to the selected string. When a Style is selected, the MATLAB handle storing style
information is set to a 2 letter code corresponding to the selected style. When the Walk-
ing Direction is changed, the MATLAB handle storing directional information is toggled to
either 1 (counter-clockwise) or 2 (clockwise). The strings stored in each of the parameter
handles are concatenated and used to define the name of the working file that was selected.
In the future, the code may be updated to make all selection options automatically update.
However, as of now, this format allows new motion capture data to be easily integrated into
the existing library without requiring significant updates to the code (see Appendix A for
details).
3.3.3 Simulated Environmental Contexts
The Background parameter contains selection options of images that can be used to simu-
late environmental contexts in the simulations. The Lighting parameter was also added to
increase the believability of the simulations by adding ambient lighting in the environment
and creating shadows on the aerial avatar. The Lighting parameter is defined using a slider
to ensure that the selected value is valid.
Originally, the tool required three images for a background to be rendered during the
simulation. The tool originally placed one image in each of the planes. This definition caused
a very noticeable seam between the xz-plane and the yz-plane. To eliminate the seam, a
mesh-grid was created so that one image would be projected continuously on both the xz
and yz-planes. The mesh-grid only requires two images for a background to be rendered
and creates a more convincing environment. Fig. 3.3 shows the same environment (constant
Lighting value) displayed using both methods to show the benefit of using a mesh-grid.
The current Background selection options are primarily 2D in the sense that most of the
selection options consist of 2 images projected onto 2D planes. In many cases, these back-
grounds are not good representations of environments that are typically associated with HRI
applications. Therefore, there is an ongoing e↵ort to increase the number of HRI-relevant
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Figure 3.3: Screen captures of the MATLAB tool V-SDDTE displaying the same
environmental context using two di↵erent methods. The image on the left displays one
image on each plane and the image on the right displays one image on the xy-plane and
one image on a mesh-grid between the other planes.
3D environmental contexts that are available. The 3D environments include projections on
each plane as well as objects that exist in multiple planes. The purpose of creating 3D
environmental contexts in the MATLAB tool is not to try to replace high-fidelity platforms
such as virtual reality (VR), but rather create mid-fidelity 3D environments where trajecto-
ries can be easily manipulated and viewed before they are imported to the high-fidelity 3D
environments where trajectory manipulation is di cult. The MATLAB tool also enables the
video simulations to be saved and used as stimuli in online user studies, which is something
that is not possible in VR user studies. The 3D environment that is currently available in
the MATLAB tools is displayed in Fig. 3.4
The Background selection options are automatically updated based on the names of the
subfolders that are contained within the background images folder that exists in the same
directory location as the primary MATLAB file that initiates the GUI. The subfolder names
are directly read into the MATLAB tools and set as the selection option string for the
Background pop-up menu.
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Figure 3.4: The 3D environment displayed in this screen capture of a aerial avatar
trajectory simulation is a bedroom.
3.3.4 General Viewing Parameters
The tool includes a feature labeled Simulation Type, that allows the user to choose if the
simulation is viewed or if it is viewed and saved. If the Simulation Type is set to ‘save’, the
animation will be saved as an Uncompressed AVI. The Positive Axis Bound/Plot Limits,
Viewing Azimuth, and Viewing Elevation all define basic viewing parameters of the anima-
tion. Positive Axis Bound/Plot Limits defines the boundaries of each axis. This parameter
can be increased or decreased if the viewer wishes to see the animation from a more zoomed-
out or zoomed-in perspective, respectively. This parameter is also used in the definition of
the mesh-grid used for the background context display. Viewing Azimuth and Viewing Ele-
vation define the viewing azimuth and viewing elevation of the 3D plot using the MATLAB
function view.
The Animation Type parameter adjust the orientation of the avatar When the animation
is initiated in the ‘original’ setting, the avatar transverses through space, following the same
trajectory that was originally recorded. When the ‘stationary’ option is selected, the trajec-
tory is translated and rotated so that the avatar appears to be moving but no locomotion
occurs.
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Before explaining the translation and rotation processes, it is necessary to establish the
definitions that are used for the local coordinate system and the global coordinate system.
The origin of the local coordinate system is defined as the pelvis in the motion capture data
and the global coordinate system origin is at the (0, 0, 0) coordinate of the 3D plot. The
translation and rotation are performed to ensure that the xz-planes and yz-planes of the
local and global coordinate systems remain parallel at all time-steps. The translation and
rotation only alter the x and y coordinates of the data points because if the z coordinates
were altered, there would be no guarantee that the joint trajectories would remain above the
global xy-plane in the simulation.
The translation is first performed by subtracting the x and y coordinates of the pelvis from
the x and y coordinates of all joints at each given time stamp. This translation ensures that
the x and y coordinates of the local and global coordinate system are equal. The rotation
calculation that is performed at each time stamp to ensure that the xz-planes and yz-planes
of the local and global coordinate systems are aligned is shown in (3.1), where the rotation
angle ✓ at each time stamp is defined by (3.2).
264xstat,i
ystat,i
375 =
264cos(✓)  sin(✓)
sin(✓) cos(✓)
375
264xtrans,i
ytrans,i
375 (3.1)
✓ =  tan 1
✓
yLeftHip
xLeftHip
◆
(3.2)
3.3.5 Walking Figure Display Options
The Excluded Joints parameter is used to view a reduced dimensionality walking sequence.
This parameter was included to investigate how perception of stylized movements changes
as the number of DOF decreases. This could be useful when trying to use a data-driven
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approach to create a stylized trajectory for robots such as an Aldebaran NAO or a Rethink
Robotics Baxter. The selection options that exist for this parameter include removing the
‘elbows’, ‘knees’, ‘elbows and knees’, ‘upper body’, or ‘upper body and knees’.
When viewing a walking animation, the Limb COM Tracking and Overall COM Tracking
can be enables so that the center of mass of the the limbs and/or entire body appear in
the animation. The Limb COM Tracking and Overall COM Tracking are determined for
the markers existing after the Excluded Joints option is selected. The COM locations were
calculated using values in [44]. The parameters described as Advanced Tracking Options are
only applied when the Create Walking Animation button is selected.
3.3.6 Aerial Avatar Display Options
The Aerial Robot Model parameter contains a list of STL files that are available to represent
the aerial avatar in the simulations. The size of the aerial avatar can be altered by changing
the position of the Size parameter slider. The Point Being Tracked parameter is used to select
the joint trajectory that defines the aerial avatar trajectory. The aerial avatar simulations
includes a shadow of the aerial avatar on the xy-plane to help orient the position of the aerial
avatar in the 2-dimensional representation of a 3-dimensional volume.
The selection options for Aerial Robot Model are automatically populated (using the
method previously described) and new STL files can be added to the simulations by in-
cluding the STL file in a folder named stl files. The chosen STL file is rendered using a
toolbox of downloaded MATLAB functions [45].
3.4 MATLAB Tool for Creating Simulations of Data
Driven Trajectories in Environments
When the fidelity of a movement model is diminished (reduced DOF, feature simplification,
etc.), the style encoded in the movement model is altered. If motion capture data of human
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Figure 3.5: Screen captures of the MATLAB tool C-SDDTE.
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movement were reduced to 6 DOF, it is likely that the intended style of the movement would
be indistinguishable. This raises the question, is it possible to re-encode the style into a
reduced-dimensionality trajectory by manipulating parameters of the motion capture data,
such as frequency and magnitude? The MATLAB tool C-SDDTE was designed to see if
motion capture data of a single human joint position can be manipulated to create stylized
movement trajectories for simulated aerial avatars in di↵erent simulated environmental con-
texts. This approach for creating data-driven trajectories could be extremely beneficial for
researchers searching to find a↵ective aerial robotic trajectories that are suitable for various
HRI settings. However, it should be noted that this tool does not account for any physical
limitations (gravity, mass, hardware restrictions, etc.) that would be imposed on a physical
system. The MATLAB tool C-SDDTE is shown in Fig. 3.5. For further formatting informa-
tion that is not documented in this section, please refer to the read me file that is outlined
in Appendix B.
In [7], Etemad and Arya defined styles movements as a combination of two components:
primary themes and secondary themes. The primary themes contained primary features that
were critical to the action of the sequence (i.e. walking, throwing, etc) and the secondary
themes contained secondary features that stylized the movements (i.e. happy, sad, etc.). The
entire movement sequence was defined as a linear combination of the primary features and
secondary features. In C-SDDTE, the primary features are defined as baseline trajectories
of a aerial avatar that transverse through space. The primary features are created from very
simple equations and consist of straight lines and curves. The primary features are meant to
function as the necessary path the aerial avatar must follow in order to get from its starting
position to its ending position. The secondary features are defined using modified joint
positions corresponding to a single gait cycle of a human. Using C-SDDTE, a participant
can change the selected joint, the magnitude of the selected joint positions, and the number of
gait cycles used to easily define a new secondary feature for the aerial avatar. The trajectories
can be simulated in 2D and 3D environmental context.
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The remainder of this section will describe the motion capture library used in this tool as
well as the available features. All of the viewing parameters in this tool are identical to the
viewing parameters in V-SDDTE and will not be discussed in this section.
3.4.1 Motion Capture Data Library Creation
The baseline motion capture data library that was described in Section 3.3.1 was manipulated
to create the input data for this tool. The input data for C-SDDTE is the average of the
cyclical joint trajectories corresponding to a gait cycle. The preprocessing that takes place
to create the baseline motion capture data library for this tool includes translation, rotation,
gait segmentation, time-warping, and cycle averaging. This section will conclude with a
detailed description of the gait segmentation, time-warping, and cycle averaging processes.
The translation and rotation processes were previously described in Section 3.3.6.
Bipedal walking is characterized by periodic movement that composed of two phases:
stance phase and swing phase. These phases can be further decomposed into the eight
phases shown in Fig. 3.6. The initial swing phase occurs immediately before toe-o↵. Since
no toe information was included in the motion capture data, the initial swing phase for the
motion capture data was defined as the moment in time when the position of the right ankle
reached a local maxima in the y-direction.
Figure 3.6: Diagram showing the phases of gait [46].
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MATLAB code was written to determine the set of time-stamps {m1,m2, ...,mn} of all
local maxima in the y-direction right ankle data. The data for joint position ji was then
segmented at each of these time stamps to create n di↵erent sets of joint position data,
one for each gait cycle existing in the motion capture data file. The set of joint position
data cycles can be represented by {ji,1, ji,2, ..., ji,n}. It is important to note that the number
of data points in each of the gait cycles was not necessarily equal. Therefore, in order to
average the joint position ji over all cycles, it was necessary to first perform time-warping
to normalize the lengths of the gait cycles and match similar joint characteristics.
Since bipedal gait is considered a periodic movement, it was assumed that similar joint
characteristics would occur at similar phases of each gait cycle. The first step of the time-
warping process was to perform upsampling and downsampling so that each cycle contained
the same number of data points. Currently, the desired number of data points per cycle
is set to p = 100. However, this number is arbitrary and could be set to any reasonable
number. The upsampling and downsampling multipliers were determined automatically
based on number of data points in each cycle. When the time-warping was complete, the
average of all of the cycles at each post-time-warped time stamp was calculated using (3.3)
The averages of all of the cycles for the joints for each walking sequence were saved in new
excel documents and used as the baseline motion capture data library for this tool.
ji,ave(t) =
(
nX
a=1
ji,a(t)
  1  t  p) (3.3)
3.4.2 Creating and Simulating Aerial Avatar Trajectories
The primary features currently available in this tool include Baseline and Vertical Placement
(m). The Baseline selection options are the primary trajectories of the aerial avatar. The
value of Vertical Placement (m) determines the o↵set of the primary trajectory from the
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Figure 3.7: The primary trajectories that are currently available as selection options for
Baseline in C-SDDTE. From left to right, the primary trajectories are ‘Arc’, ‘Circle’, and
‘Line’. In all of the trajectories the black line is the primary trajectory, the blue dotted line
is the aerial avatar trajectory, the green dot is the start, and the red dot is the end. The
trajectory, start, and end points are also reflected to the xy-plane in slightly lighter colors
to enhance the representation of a 3D volume in 2D. The secondary feature parameters for
the display trajectories are also included in the figure.
global xy-plane. The trajectories that are currently available are shown in Fig. 3.7.
The selection options for Baseline automatically update based on the field names of the
structures defined in baseline trajectories.m. The MATLAB code baseline trajectories.m
is used to define the data points for the primary trajectories. If a new trajectory is desired,
the user can define the new data points in the MATLAB code. Before defining a new tra-
jectory, the user should first read the read me file included in the directory containing the
MATLAB code.
The panel in the C-SDDTE GUI that displays the secondary feature selection options
is shown in Fig. 3.8. The File parameter is used to select the motion capture data file
that will be used to create secondary features. The Joint option that is selected is used as
the original secondary trajectory. The Joint parameter contains x, y and z positions the
following data points: head, neck, (right/left) shoulder, (right/left) elbow, (right/left) wrist,
pelvis, (right/left) hip, (right/left) knee, (right/left) ankle, COM, upper body COM, and
lower body COM.
The Occurrences parameter determines the number of times the original secondary feature
will occur along the primary trajectory. TheMagnitude parameter defines the multiplier that
is applied to the original position data to obtain the modified position data. The Total Time
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Figure 3.8: The secondary feature panel in C-SDDTE contains position and velocity graphs
for the original and modified trajectories. The secondary feature displayed in this figure are
defined in Fig. 3.7
(s) parameter determines the duration of the simulation. It also alters the velocity of the
aerial avatar.
The Values parameter acts as an operator on the secondary feature. The selection options
include ‘original’ (unmodified joint data), ‘inverse’ (joint data is multiplied by -1), ‘positive’
(absolute value of joint data is multiplied by -1), and ‘negative’ (absolute value of joint data
is multiplied by -1).
When the ‘Run’ button is selected, the orientation of the local coordinate system of the
aerial avatar is rotated so that the x-axis aligns with the vector tangent to the generated
trajectory at each time stamp. The rotation matrix that was used to perform the calculations
at each time stamp is shown in (3.4) and ✓ and   are defined in (3.5) and (3.6), respectively.
The subscript traj corresponds to the trajectory generated using the primary and secondary
features and the subscript orient corresponds to the aerial avatar trajectory displayed in the
animation.
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266664
xorient
yorient
zorient
377775 =
266664
cos(✓)cos( )  sin(✓) cos(✓)sin( )
sin(✓)cos( ) cos(✓) sin(✓)sin( )
 sin( ) 0 cos( )
377775
266664
xtraj
ytraj
ztraj
377775 (3.4)
✓(ti) = tan
 1
✓
ytraj(ti + ti+1)  ytraj(ti)
xtraj(ti + ti+1)  xtraj(ti)
◆
(3.5)
 (ti) = tan
 1
✓
ztraj(ti + ti+1)  ztraj(ti)
ti+1   (ti)
◆
(3.6)
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Chapter 4
Study 1: Exploring Context-Dependency of
Previous Labeling of A↵ective Gait
The primary goal of this study was to investigate a hypothesis that priming participants with
an a↵ective label would influence the environment where they envisioned a stylized walking
sequence occurring. If this hypothesis were supported by the data, we would see trends
that indicate that the images depicting environmental contexts were not selected randomly.
However, if the image selection appears to be random, it does not necessarily mean that the
hypothesis should be rejected. Random selection may also indicate that the set of images
did not adequately represent a variety of di↵erent environments. In this user study, a↵ective
image databases were utilized to ensure that a variety of di↵erent environments were included
in the image sets presented to participants.
The process that was followed when selecting the images is presented in Section 4.1.
Section 4.2 presents the questionnaire format and is followed by a discussion of the Study 1
results in Section 4.3.
4.1 Images Selected to Simulate Environmental
Context
Before any images were selected, the a↵ective ratings of all the applicable images in the
OASIS database [15] were mapped to a modified circumplex model that was created in [47].
Initially, the mapping was used to select five images that were mapped to regions of the
circumplex model that are associated with the a↵ective labels energetic, happy, neutral, sad,
and tired. The mapping of the a↵ective ratings were not initially considered when select-
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Figure 4.1: Images in the OASIS reference image set [15], the OASIS second image set [15],
and the GAPED image set [16].
Figure 4.2: A mapping of the a↵ective ratings of the images used in user studies to the
circumplex model of a↵ect. The OASIS reference set is represented by circular markers
[15], the second OASIS image set is represented by square markers [15], and the GAPED
image set is represented by diamond markers [16]. The similar colored markers were
deemed similar during the selection process.
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ing the images that were associated with the labels feminine and masculine because these
labels describe physical states rather than a↵ective states. The image that selected to corre-
spond with the masculine label was selected because it depicts a scenario that is historically
stereotyped as masculine [48]. Additionally, in [49] it was shown feminine traits generally
had higher valence ratings and a lower arousal ratings than masculine traits. Therefore, the
image associated with the feminine style was chosen to have a higher valence rating and
a lower arousal rating than the image associated with the masculine style. The first set
of seven images that were selected from the OASIS database [15] will be referred to as the
OASIS reference image set.
The a↵ective ratings of the images in OASIS reference image set were used select the
images for two additional image sets: the OASIS second image set and the GAPED image
set [16]. The images in each image set are shown in Fig. 4.1 and the circumplex mapping of
the a↵ective ratings of each image is presented in Fig. 4.2.
4.2 Questionnaire Format
The questionnaire given to the participants consisted of 36 questions. The first eight ques-
tions were standard demographics questions. The remaining 28 questions consisted of 3
types of questions:
1. Selecting the a↵ective label that best represented the white background neutral walking
animation (1 question)
2. Rating how “a↵ective” the stylized white background walking sequences appeared on
a scale of 1 (not a↵ective) to 10 (extremely a↵ective). (6 questions)
3. Selecting an image from each image set that depicted the environmental context that
they believed best fit the prescribed a↵ect of each stylized walking animation (21
questions)
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These second type of question was similar to one of the types of questions that was asked
in [7]. The results from these questions were used to see if the ratings obtained in Study
1 were comparable to the ratings found in [7]. Screen captures of the types of questions in
Study 1 are included in Appendix C.
All questions pertaining to one walking animation were contained on the same page and the
order of the pages was randomized. Additionally, the order of questions on each page and the
order of the selection options for each question were also randomized. The participants were
allowed to rewatch each stylized walking sequence as many times as they deemed necessary
but were not allowed to return to questions on pages that they had previously submitted.
A total of 10 participants, 5 male and 5 female, were recruited at the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign and completed Study 1. The participants were between the ages of 18
and 23 years old, with an average age of 19.4 years old and a standard deviation of 1.7 years.
Although English was not the native language of every participant, 9 of the participants
consider themselves fluent in English. Participants were compensated for their time with a
$15 Starbucks gift card.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Immediately following the demographics questions, the participants were asked to select the
a↵ect label that they believed best corresponded to the white background, neutral walking
sequence. It is important to note that this question did not subliminally prime the partic-
ipants by informing them that the sequence was pre-labeled in as neutral [7]. The results
from this question are shown in Table 4.1. A similar question was asked by Etemad and
Arya [7] and in Study 2. The results of these will be discussed in Section 5.2, after the Study
2 results are presented.
Both Study 1 and [7] included questions asking the participants to rate the magnitude
of the a↵ect displayed in walking sequences created by the animators on a fixed scale. In
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Table 4.1: A↵ect Selection for Neutral Walking Sequence in Study 1
Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine Neutral Sad Tired
10% 0% 0% 30% 0% 30% 30%
Study 1, these questions subliminally primed the participants by informing them of the style
that was intended by the animators and asked them to rate how well the a↵ective label
was embodied by the stylized walking sequence on a scale of 1 (poor representation) to 10
(perfect representation). The average ratings of the walking sequences from Study 1 are
presented in Table 4.2. The order of the a↵ective rankings (most a↵ective to least a↵ective)
for the white background walking sequences in both Study 1 and [7] were almost identical.
The only di↵erence was that in Study 1 energetic had the lowest ranking and in [7] energetic
was ranked fourth.
Table 4.2: A↵ect Ratings of White Background Sequences
Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine Sad Tired
4.8 7.4 5.0 8.1 7.3 6.6
The remainder of the questions in Study 1 asked the participants to select one image from
each image set where they envisioned each pre-labeled walking sequence. The results of these
questions were grouped according to similarities in a↵ective ratings and are presented in Fig.
4.3.
The lengths l of the error bars in the plots in Figs. 4.3, 5.2, and 5.3 were calculated using
l = ±1.96 ⇤
r
pˆ(1  pˆ)
N
where the variable pˆ is the sample proportion, N is the sample size, and 1.96 is the multi-
plication factor associated with 95% confidence [50]. In these studies, the sample proportion
is the selection percentage. Each plot also includes the a↵ect selection rate and error that
is expected for random selection for our sample size. This is plotted as a dotted line with a
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Figure 4.3: Plots of background selection after walking sequence priming in Study 1.
Background images have been grouped according to their position in the circumplex model.
The labels on the x-axis represent the walking sequence in the priming question and the
values correspond to the percent of the time an image in the group was selected for said
question. This figure shows that 1) some images were selected more frequently in general
and 2) for certain primed walking styles some images were selected more frequently than
random.
manila yellow margin around it for reference.
The results presented in Fig. 4.3 indicate that the hypothesis posed at the beginning
of the chapter holds true. These results were somewhat expected in the sense that the
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images selected to accompany the pre-labeled walking sequences often depicted environments
that are commonly associated with labels that have a↵ective ratings similar to the walking
sequence label. For example, environments such as the beach or a scenic nature view that are
often depicted as fun or relaxing were often associated with high valence labels while scenes
of war and destruction that often depict pain and su↵ering were typically associated with
low valence labels. In environmental psychology, these associations are described as place
attachment. Place attachment is a term that is used to describe the subjective, emotional,
and symbolic meaning associated with a place [51] and is a component of inherent priming.
In summary, these results indicate at a high-level that subliminally priming participants with
an a↵ective label influences the environmental contexts where a movement is envisioned.
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Chapter 5
Study 2: Forced Choice Labeling of Stylized
Gait
The primary objective of Study 2 was to investigate the e↵ects of environmental context on
human perception of the a↵ect displayed through stylized movement when the participants
were not subliminally primed with an a↵ective label. This chapter will present the format
of the questionnaire in Section 5.1 as well as discussion of the results of Study 2 in Section
5.2. The work presented in this chapter was published in [52].
5.1 Questionnaire Format
The questionnaire given to the participants consisted of 64 questions. The first eight ques-
tions were standard demographics questions. The remaining 56 questions used the 56 stylized
walking animation videos described in Section 3.2 as stimuli. The questions were of the same
format as the second question type in Study 1 (refer to Appendix C for a screen capture of
question format). Each question was contained on a separate page and the order that the
questions were presented to each participant was randomized. The questions asked the par-
ticipants to select the a↵ective label that they felt best described the stimulus that appeared
at the top of the page. The participants were allowed to rewatch each stylized walking se-
quence as many times as they deemed necessary but were not allowed to return to questions
that they had previously answered and submitted. The order that the a↵ect label choices
were displayed for each question was randomized.
A total of 20 participants, 8 males and 12 females, were recruited and completed the ques-
tionnaire at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. The participants were between the
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ages of 19 and 40 years old, with an average age of 21.9 years old and a standard deviation
of 4.5 years. Although English was not the native language of every participant, all of the
participants consider themselves fluent in English. Participants were compensated for their
time with a $15 Starbucks gift card.
5.2 Results and Discussion
The study conducted by Etemad and Arya in [7], Study 1, and Study 2 all asked partici-
pants to select the a↵ective label that best described the white background, neutral walking
animation. The results from Study 2 are presented in Table 5.1. The results presented by
Etemad and Arya show that neutral was selected 75% of the time and the other selections
were spread relatively evenly across the remaining a↵ect labels. The results from Study 1
and Study 2 were significantly di↵erent than the results presented by Etemad and Arya.
In Study 1, neutral was never selected as the a↵ective label that best described the neutral
walking sequence. In Study 2, the neutral and masculine labels had the highest selection
rates (25% each) and the other selections were relatively evenly dispersed among the remain-
ing a↵ect labels. The only di↵erence in subliminal priming between the questions from Study
1 and Study 2 was the question ordering. In Study 1, this question immediately followed the
demographics section and in Study 2 the order this question appeared was randomized for
each participant. Since all other parameters were held constant, the variations in selection
rates between Study 1 and Study 2 indicate that the question ordering impacted the selection
rates for the white background, neutral walking animation. It is worth noting that the order
that the stimuli were presented to the participants in Study 2 was randomized in an attempt
to mitigate the error caused by question ordering. The details about the subliminal priming
of this question in [7] are unknown and may account for some of the variation between the
results documented in [7] and the results presented in this thesis.
The a↵ective labels that participants could select for each animation stimulus included
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Table 5.1: A↵ect Selection for Neutral Walking Sequence in Study 2
Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine Neutral Sad Tired
10% 15% 5% 25% 25% 10% 10%
energetic, feminine, happy, masculine, neutral, sad, and tired. The total number of times
each a↵ective label was selected in Study 2 is presented in Fig. 5.1. The blue bars in Figs.
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 indicate the instances when the a↵ect label selection results from Study 2
matched the prescribed styles from [7]. The large variation between a↵ective label selection
rates may indicate a general preference towards specific labels that can be attributed to
inherent priming.
Figure 5.1: These plots show the results of study two. Each plot shows user labeling in a
forced choice task to give previously validated walking sequences an a↵ective label. These
results show that people typically selected the ‘incorrect’ label for each walking style. The
total number of times each a↵ect label was selected is displayed in each plot.
At least two observations are immediately evident when interpreting the results in Fig.
5.1: (1) people seldom interpreted the a↵ect displayed through the animations as the a↵ect
originally intended by the animators and (2) the a↵ect label selection rate was influenced by
the environmental context. Both observations are exemplified by the plot labeled “Happy
Selection”. Approximately 30% of all the happy label selections correspond to the beach
environment while the garbage, lightning, and war environments each account for less than
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5% of all the happy label selections. As with Study 1, these results were somewhat expected
in the sense that the labels selected for an environmental context generally had comparable
a↵ective ratings to labels that are commonly associated with the environmental context.
Another interesting observation is that the average variance associated with the label selec-
tion rates of the bipolar label pair happy and sad was over 3 times larger than the average
variance associated with the bipolar label pair energetic and tired and over 7 times larger
than the average variance associated with the bipolar label pair feminine and masculine.
The a↵ective label selection results were further analyzed with respect to each stylized
walking sequence (Fig. 5.2) and then with respect to each environmental context (Fig. 5.3).
The data presented in Fig. 5.2 represents the perceived a↵ects of each walking sequence
across all environmental contexts. Overall, the masculine sequence had the highest cor-
rect identification rate (approximately 50%) and the happy sequence had the lowest correct
identification rate (approximately 15%). The results for the happy and tired sequences are
interesting in the sense that the a↵ective labels that were selected the most frequently did
not match the a↵ective intent of the animators from [7]. The happy sequence was viewed
as feminine, masculine, and neutral more often than it was seen as happy and the tired
sequence was viewed as sad more often than it was seen as tired.
The data presented in Fig. 5.3 organizes the Study 2 results so that the a↵ective label
selection rates within each environmental context can be compared. The purpose of Fig.
5.3 is to enforce the idea that the a↵ective label selection rates were influenced by the
environmental context. The conclusions that can be drawn from Fig. 5.3 are similar to the
conclusions formulated from the results presented in Fig. 5.1. The primary benefit of Fig.
5.3 is that significant variability in label selection rates in each environmental context can
be determine simply by looking at each subplots.
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Figure 5.2: These bar graphs present the results of Study 2 with respect to each walking
sequence. These plots can be used to examine the a↵ect label selection rates associated
with each walking sequence and quickly evaluate the level of agreement between animators
and participants with regards to the style portrayed in the walking sequence.
Figure 5.3: These bar graphs present the results of Study 2 with respect to each
environmental context. These plots can be used to examine the a↵ect label selection rates
associated with each environmental context.
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Chapter 6
Study 3: Modeling the Compound E↵ects of
Environment and Gait on Perceived A↵ect
The primary goal of Study 3 was to utilize the circumplex model of a↵ect to gain greater
insight into the compound e↵ects of environmental context and stylized walking sequences
on the a↵ect recognition of animations. The study utilized semantic di↵erential rating scales
from [53] to collect a↵ective ratings of the environmental contexts, the white background
walking sequences, and the stylized walking sequences in environmental contexts that were
used in Study 2. The format of each questionnaire is discussed in Section 6.1, the method for
calculating the a↵ective ratings of each stimuli is presented in Section 6.2, and a discussion
of the preliminary findings is included in Section 6.3.
6.1 Questionnaire Format
This user study was comprised of 9 study trials, each containing a questionnaire with the
same 100 questions but with respect to di↵erent stimuli. The first question in all of the ques-
tionnaires asked the participants to confirm that they had read and agreed to the conditions
in the consent form. If they accepted the terms, they were taken to the next page where they
were presented with 8 demographics questions. Following the demographics questions, the
participants were asked to rate 7 stimuli using the 12 semantic di↵erential scales in Table
6.1.
One of the study trials utilized the stylized walking sequences as stimuli, one study trial
utilized the environmental context videos as stimuli, and the remaining seven study trials
utilized groups of the animations created for Study 2 as stimuli. The groupings for the
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Table 6.1: Semantic Di↵erential Rating Scales and Factor Loadings from [53] that were
used in Study 3
Low High Valence Arousal
(-4) (4) Factor (fval) Factor (faro)
Unhappy Happy 0.914 0.063
Annoyed Pleased 0.833 0.068
Unsatisfied Satisfied 0.868 0.144
Melancholic Contented 0.725 0.095
Despairing Hopeful 0.858 0.063
Bored Relaxed 0.580 0.372
Relaxed Stimulated -0.211 0.774
Calm Excited -0.181 0.793
Sluggish Frenzied 0.268 0.771
Dull Jittery -0.211 0.793
Sleepy Wide Awake -0.046 0.810
Unaroused Aroused 0.051 0.827
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Table 6.2: Groupings of Stimuli with both Walking Sequences and Environmental Contexts
used in Study 3
Environmental Context
Aspen Beach City Garbage Grass Lightning War
G
ro
u
p
in
g
1 Feminine Happy Masculine Neutral Sad Tired Energetic
2 Happy Masculine Neutral Sad Tired Energetic Feminine
3 Masculine Neutral Sad Tired Energetic Feminine Happy
4 Neutral Sad Tired Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine
5 Sad Tired Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine Neutral
6 Tired Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine Neutral Sad
7 Energetic Feminine Happy Masculine Neutral Sad Tired
stimuli that were created for Study 2 were used in seven of the study trials are presented in
Table 6.2.
In all of the study trials, each stimulus was contained on a separate page in the question-
naire and the order of the semantic di↵erential scales was randomized. In addition to the
stimulus and the semantic di↵erential scales, each page contained a simple human verifica-
tion question that was used to help ensure that the participants were not randomly selecting.
The human verification questions were only used to validate or invalidate each questionnaire
and did not e↵ect the ratings of the stimuli. Screen captures of the types of questions asked
in Study 3 are included in Appendix C.
Amazon Mechanical Turk and SurveyMonkey were used to advertise and administer the
questionnaires, respectively. To maximize the probability that participants were actually
considering the questions and not randomly selecting, only surveys that were completed in
a time over 4.5 minutes were kept and used in the analysis. Additionally, if a participant
answered more than one of the human verification questions incorrectly, the questionnaire
they completed was invalidated and discarded prior to analysis. Since some questionnaires
were discarded, the size of the datasets pertaining to each questionnaire varied. The numbers
of questionnaires kept and analyzed for each of the stimuli groupings are presented along
with other statistical data in Table 6.3. Although English was not the native language of
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Table 6.3: Demographic Statistics for each Grouping
Age Gender
Min Max Mean SD Female Male Total
G
ro
u
p
in
g
1 22 57 33.6 8.8 6 14 20
2 23 57 33.6 9.3 12 13 25
3 22 68 38.5 11.6 13 14 27
4 21 64 31.8 10.9 7 18 25
5 22 63 32.3 11.0 10 16 26
6 20 60 32.5 11.3 11 15 26
7 24 66 36.3 11.8 11 17 28
Walking 25 43 32.9 5.3 7 13 20
Environment 23 63 34.0 10.2 7 13 20
Overall 20 68 34.0 10.4 84 133 217
all participants, all participants considered themselves fluent in English. Participants were
compensated for their time with approximately $0.10 per minute. Participants were not
allowed to take the same survey more than one time, but they were allowed to complete
multiple di↵erent surveys. Since participation was anonymous, we treated each survey sub-
mission as though it was completed by a new participant when this may not actually not
the case. The possibility of a single participant completing more than one survey was not
initially considered, but if future studies are conducted, we may only allow participants to
complete one study.
6.2 Calculating A↵ective Ratings
The a↵ective ratings x = [xval xaro]T for each of the stimuli were calculated using the ratings
r collected in the questionnaires and the scaling factors f = [fval faro]T from [53] that are
presented in Table 6.1. The valence and arousal ratings of the stimuli were calculating using
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xval =
Pm
j=1
PN
n=1 rj(n)fval,j
4N
Pm
j=1 fval,j
, (6.1)
and
xaro =
Pm
j=1
PN
n=1 rj(n)faro,j
4N
Pm
j=1 faro,j
, (6.2)
where m is the number of semantic di↵erential scales, N is the number of ratings that exist
for each animation, and 4 is used to scale the ratings so that they exist in the interval [ 1, 1].
For the remainder of this chapter, the a↵ective ratings x will be separated into three sets:
environmental contexts (c = [cval caro]T ), stylized waking sequences (w = [wval waro]T ), and
the animations created for Study 2 (a = [aval aaro]T ).
6.3 Results and Discussion
This section will be decomposed into subsections that discuss the results of the environmental
context rating questionnaire, the results of the white background stylized walking sequence
rating questionnaire, and the least squares approximations that model the compound e↵ects
of environmental context and stylized walking sequences on the a↵ective ratings of stimuli
in Study 3.
6.3.1 Rating Environmental Contexts
The purposes of this study trial were (1) to compare the a↵ective ratings of the environmental
contexts used in Study 2 with similar OASIS images and (2) to obtain baseline a↵ective
ratings for the environmental contexts that will be used to develop a model for estimating
a↵ective ratings of animations using least squares approximations.
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Fig. 6.1 contains a circumplex mapping of the a↵ective ratings for the environmental con-
texts used in Study 2 and the reference OASIS image set. The ratings for the environmental
contexts used in Study 2 were calculated using Equations 6.1 and 6.2. Before the a↵ective
ratings of the OASIS reference images were mapped to the circumplex model, they were
linearly shifted and scaled using
o˜ =
o
3.5
  1, (6.3)
where o˜ = [o˜val o˜aro]T is the a↵ective rating that is mapped to the circumplex model,
o = [oval oaro]T is the original rating obtained from the OASIS database [15], and 3.5 is the
scaling factor needed based on the work in [15].
Figure 6.1: The ratings of the environmental contexts that were used as stimuli in Study 2
and Study 3 are displayed as squares and the OASIS reference images [15] are represented
by six point stars. The similar colored markers were deemed similar during the image
selection process. Each data set was scaled so that the range of each a↵ective dimension
was [-1,1].
The results in Fig. 6.1 show that for each corresponding image pair, the OASIS images had
a↵ective ratings with larger magnitudes than the environmental contexts used in Study 2 and
Study 3. The images in the pairs city/Street 1, garbage/Garbage Dump 2, and grass/Grass
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6 had similar valence and arousal ratings to the other image in the pair. The images in
each of these pairs was contained within the same quadrant of the circumplex model. The
pairs lightning/Lightning 3 and war/Soldier 9 each contained one image that had a valence
rating of approximately zero. The images within these pairs contained comparable arousal
ratings but significantly di↵erent valence ratings. An interesting observation is that the af-
fective rating of lightning and Soldier 9 were approximately the same. The images within the
pairs aspen/Nature 1 and beach/Beach 1 had significantly di↵erent valence and arousal rat-
ings. The OASIS images in these pairs had positive arousal ratings while the corresponding
environmental contexts from Study 2 and Study 3 had negative arousal ratings.
However, it can be seen in Fig. 3.1 that the aspen and beach contain similar settings as
in Nature 1 and Beach 1, respectively, but vary in manners such as vibrance of the picture,
specific objects in the environment, and lighting. When comparing the ratings of aspen and
beach to ratings of other similar images in OASIS like Beach 4 and Lake 3 , the a↵ective
ratings of the pairs are closer. The a↵ective ratings of an alternate set of OASIS images
that more closely resembles the environmental contexts in Study 2 and Study 3 are mapped
to the circumplex model in Fig. 6.2. The results shown in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, helps
to conclude that the a↵ective ratings of the environmental contexts used in Study 3 were
comparable to a↵ective ratings of similar images from the OASIS database.
The a↵ective ratings of the environmental contexts were normalized prior to the creation
of the least squares approximation model using
c˜i =
ci
kcmaxk2
, (6.4)
where c˜i = [c˜val,i c˜aro,i]T is the normalized a↵ective rating of environmental context i,
ci = [cval,i caro,i]T is the a↵ective rating of environmental context i that was calculated using
Equations 6.1 and 6.2, and cmax is the environmental context ratings with the largest vector
magnitude. The normalizations were performed so that a↵ective ratings corresponding to
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Figure 6.2: The ratings of the environmental contexts that were used as stimuli in Study 2
and Study 3 are displayed as squares and the OASIS images [15] are represented by six
point stars. The images that di↵er from the previous figure include Lake 3, Beach 4,
Thunderstorm 11, and War 7. The first column of images depict stimuli in Study 2 and
Study 3 and the second column of images alternate OASIS images. Each data set was
scaled so that the range of each a↵ective dimension was [-1,1].
the set of environmental contexts would span a larger range of the circumplex model. The
di↵erences between the original ratings and the normalized ratings are depicted in Fig. 6.3.
6.3.2 Rating Stylized Walking Sequences
A second study trial contained the stylized walking sequences as stimuli. The purpose of
this study trial was to collect baseline a↵ective ratings for the stylized walking sequences
that could be later used to develop a least squares approximation model. Similarly to the
environmental context ratings, the a↵ective ratings of the stylized walking sequences were
normalized prior to the creation of the least squares approximation model using
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Figure 6.3: The mappings show the original ratings (left) and the normalized ratings
(right) of the environmental contexts that were used as stimuli in Study 2 and Study 3.
The ratings were normalized using Equation 6.4.
w˜j =
wj   wneutral
kwmax   wneutralk2
, (6.5)
where w˜j = [w˜val,j w˜aro,j]T is the normalized a↵ective rating of stylized walking sequence j,
wj = [wval,j waro,j]T is the a↵ective rating of stylized walking sequence j that was calculated
using Equations 6.1 and 6.2, wneutral = [wval,neutral waro,neurtral]T is the a↵ective rating of the
neutral walking sequence that was calculated using Equations 6.1 and 6.2, and wmax is the
stylized walking sequence rating with the largest vector magnitude. The normalizations were
performed so that a↵ective ratings corresponding to the set of stylized walking sequences
would span a larger range of the circumplex model and so that the neutral walking sequence
ratings would coincide with the origin of the circumplex mapping. Circumplex mappings of
the original and normalized a↵ective ratings associated with each white background stylized
walking sequence are included in Fig. 6.4.
The normalized a↵ective ratings mapped the stylized walking sequences to the quadrants
of the circumplex model that were associated with the style label. The sad and tired walk-
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Figure 6.4: The mappings show the original ratings (left) and the normalized ratings
(right) of the stylized walking sequences that were used as stimuli in Study 1, Study 2, and
Study 3. The ratings were normalized using Equation 6.5.
ing sequences were in the quadrant associated with negative valence and arousal while the
energetic and happy walking sequences were mapped to the quadrant with positive valence
and arousal. It is worth noting that the normalized a↵ective ratings only mapped the styl-
ized walking sequences to two of the four quadrants. In fact, each walking sequence has a
normalized valence rating that is approximately the same the normalized arousal rating.
6.3.3 Rating Animations
The remaining seven study trials contained the new animations that were created for Study
2 as stimuli. The purpose of these study trials was to collect a↵ective ratings for each of the
49 new animations that could be used to develop least squares approximation models. The
a↵ective ratings of the animations were normalized using
a˜k =
ak
kamaxk2
, (6.6)
where a˜k = [a˜val,k a˜aro,k]T is the normalized a↵ective rating of animation k, ak = [aval,k aaro,k]T
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is the a↵ective rating of animation k that was calculated using Equations 6.1 and 6.2, and
amax is the animation rating with the largest vector magnitude. The normalized a↵ective
ratings for the animations are mapped to circumplex models that are separated by environ-
mental context in Fig. 6.5. The mappings in Fig. 6.5 indicate that some of the environmental
contexts influenced the a↵ective ratings of the animations significantly more than the stylized
walking sequences. This influence manifests as clusters of a↵ective ratings and is evident in
at least two environmental contexts: city and war. It is worth noting that there seems be
loose groupings and/or trends in each of the circumplex mappings in Fig. 6.5. For example,
the a↵ective ratings in aspen and garbage are generally close to imaginary lines with 30o
and 45o inclinations, respectively, that runs through the origin of the circumplex model.
Additional circumplex mappings for the animations that contain the normalized a↵ective
ratings separated by walking sequence and the original a↵ective ratings separated by both
environmental context and walking sequence are included in Appendix D.
Figure 6.5: The mappings show the normalized ratings of the animations that were created
for Study 2. The ratings of the animations are separated by environmental context and are
displayed as circles. The normalized ratings of the environmental contexts are also included
and are represented by black squares. The animation ratings were normalized using
Equation 6.6.
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6.3.4 Preliminary Least Squares Approximation Model for
Predicting A↵ective Ratings of Stimuli
The primary goal of this user study was to model the compound e↵ects of stylized walking
sequences and environmental contexts on the a↵ective ratings of the animations leveraged
in Study 2. To accomplish this, two models were explored. Model 1 was developed with
the assumption that the a↵ective dimensions are orthogonal and Model 2 was developed
with the assumption that the a↵ective dimensions of the circumplex model may perfectly
describe the collected data. The goal for Model 1 was to gain intuition about the compound
e↵ects of stylized walking sequences and environmental contexts on the a↵ective ratings of
the animations and the goal for Model 2 was to minimize the a↵ective rating approximation
error. The equations that were used to create the models are
min
W,C
 
MX
k=1
ka˜k   aˆkk22
!
, (6.7)
aˆk =
264W11 W12
W21 W22
375 w˜k +
264C11 C12
C21 C22
375 c˜k, (6.8)
where aˆk = [aˆval,k aˆaro,k]T is the least squares approximation of an a↵ective rating for
animation k, w˜k and c˜k are the normalized ratings for the walking sequence and environmental
context (respectively) that correspond to animation k, W and C are the coe cient matrices
that solve the least squares problem, a˜k is the normalized rating of animation k, and M is
the number of animations evaluated in Study 3.
Model 1 treated the valence and arousal ratings as orthogonal components, meaning
arousal ratings don’t influence valence ratings, and vice versa. This was done so that the
valence and arousal dimensions that are calculated stay consistent with the definitions in
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existing literature [31, 35]. For this model, the o↵ diagonal values in the coe cient matrices
in Equation 6.8 were set to zero (i.e. W12 = W21 = C12 = C21 = 0) prior to the least
squares calculations. The results from the least squares calculations were used to construct
the following model:
264aˆval,k
aˆaro,k
375 =
2640.415 0
0 0.224
375
264w˜val,k
w˜aro,k
375+
2640.489 0
0  0.093
375
264c˜val,k
c˜aro,k
375 . (6.9)
The average least squares error for the Model 1 approximations was 0.275 (0.178 (valence),
0.209 (arousal)). The coe cients of the least squares fit indicate that the environmental
contexts influenced the valence ratings of the animations more than the stylized walking
sequences and the stylized walking sequences influenced the arousal ratings of the animations
more than the environmental contexts. In [54], Robinson proposes that when humans are
generating an emotional response to a stimulus, preattentive processing is initially used to
assess the valence and urgency (arousal) of the stimulus. The preattentive valence detection
mechanism serves to initially determine the potential significance of a stimulus and and
preattentive urgency (arousal) detection mechanism assesses and responds to a stimulus
based on the perceived significance. Applying this theory to the results of Model 1, it makes
sense that valence is influenced more by the relatively static environmental contexts and
arousal is primarily influenced by the dynamics stick figure animation. In the environmental
context stimuli it is likely that the valence detection is the primary focus during the initial
a↵ective evaluation due to a lack of dynamic components. In the walking sequences the only
stimulus is a dynamic walking stick figure, making it likely that urgency detection will be
the primary focus during the initial a↵ective evaluation. Using this logic, when the walking
sequences and environmental contexts are combined to create an animation, it makes sense
that the environment would be the focal point in valence detection and the dynamic stick
figure would be the focal point in arousal detection.
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Model 2 was created with the goal of minimizing the least squares error for the predictions.
This was achieved by treating all of the indices of the coe cient matrices as free variables
during the least squares calculations. The results from the least squares calculation were
used to create the following model:
264aˆval,k
aˆaro,k
375 =
264 0.175 0.615
0.211  0.017
375
264w˜val,k
w˜aro,k
375+
2640.488 0.081
0.096  0.002
375
264c˜val,k
c˜aro,k
375 . (6.10)
The average least squares error for the Model 2 approximations was 0.265 (0.177 (valence),
0.197 (arousal)), which is only marginally better than Model 1. Additionally, there aren’t
any distinct patterns in Model 2 that provide further insight into the compound e↵ects of
the stylized walking sequences and the environmental contexts on the a↵ective ratings of the
animations. These findings suggest that the assumption made during the development of
Model 1 were accurate enough to produce an adequate model. These findings also seem to
support the claim that the dimensions of valence and arousal are orthogonal.
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Chapter 7
Towards Understanding the Relationship
Between Movement, Context, and A↵ect
Recognition
The contributions that are presented in this thesis can be broken down into two components:
development of MATLAB tools to assist in stimulus creation and user studies that investigate
the role of environmental context in a↵ect recognition of stylized movements. The MATLAB
tools provide a platform where data-driven (motion capture data) trajectories can be created
and simulated in various environmental contexts. The trajectories that are simulated can
then be saved and used as stimuli for user studies. Additionally, the tools were designed with
the goal of making the tools highly customizable in the sense that it is simple to integrate
new data, new backgrounds, and add additional dimensions (i.e. audio, etc.). The MATLAB
tools, as well as the user studies, can be used as the foundation of further research that seeks
to understand the relationship between movement, context, and a↵ect.
The three user studies were conducted in order to gain additional insight into:
1. environmental context selection when subliminally primed with an a↵ective label,
2. a↵ective label selection rates of various combinations of stylized walking sequences and
environmental contexts,
3. the compound e↵ects of an environmental context and a stylized walking sequence on
a↵ective ratings of multi-dimensional stimuli (i.e. a stylized walking sequence in an
environmental context).
There were two high-level take aways from the first two studies that aided in the develop-
ment of the third study. The first take-away was that environmental context does influence a
human’s perception of the a↵ect displayed through a stylized walking sequence. The second
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take-away was that it is not possible to adequately characterize a multi-dimensional stimulus
using a single a↵ective label. This was made evident by the large number of ‘misclassifica-
tions’ that were found in Study 2.
With the high-level take-aways from the first two studies in mind, a third user study
was conducted that assigned two-dimensional, semi-quantitative a↵ective ratings to stimuli
based on semantic di↵erential scale results collected in a user study. The goals were (1) to
gain intuition about the compound e↵ects of stylized walking sequences and environmental
contexts on the a↵ective ratings of the animations and (2) to develop a model that accurately
approximated the a↵ective ratings of animations using the a↵ective ratings of stylized walking
sequences and environmental contexts as inputs. Two models were originally developed, one
to solve each of the goals, but it was discovered that Model 1 performed as well, or better,
than Model 2 with respect to both goals. Model 1 indicated that the environmental context
contributed more to the valence rating of the animation and the stylized walking sequence
contributed more to the arousal rating of the animation. Additionally, the average least
squares error associated with the Model 1 approximations was 0.275.
If time would have permitted, follow-up studies with the following goals may have been
conducted:
• Develop a model to predict a↵ective ratings of environmental contexts based on quan-
tifiable metrics such as light intensity, temperature, noise, entropy, etc.
• Develop a model to predict a↵ective ratings of movement trajectories based on quan-
tifiable metrics such as position, velocity, acceleration, heading, etc.
• Investigate the influence of additional contextual parameters (i.e. situational context,
multiple agents present, audial dimension of environmental context, etc.) on perceived
a↵ect.
In closing, the work presented in this thesis creates a foundation for future studies that in-
vestigate the relationship between movement, context, and a↵ect recognition. The MATLAB
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tools presented in Chapter 3 can be used to quickly and e ciently create multi-dimensional
stimuli to be used in future research studies. Similarly to the a↵ective image databases,
the results from the user studies presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 can be used as reference
sets of a↵ectively rated stimuli. In addition the the reference ratings, the model proposed
in Chapter 6 can be used as a basis for creating a robust model for predicting the a↵ective
ratings of a multi-dimensional stimulus using the a↵ective ratings of one-dimensional stimuli.
7.1 Publications
The work done in this thesis produced the following publication:
• M. Heimerdinger and A. LaViers, “Influence of Environmental Context on Recognition
Rates of Stylized Walking Sequences,” in International Conference on Social Robotics.
Springer International Publishing, 2017, pp. 272-282.
The work done in this thesis also contributed to the following papers that are under
preparation:
• A. LaViers et al., ”Choreographic and Somatic Practices Toward the Development of
Expressive Robotic Systems,” Arts, The Machine as Artist (for the 21st Century),
under preparation.
• M. Heimerdinger and A. LaViers, ”Modeling the Compound E↵ects of Environment
and Gait on Perceived A↵ect,” in IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems,
under preparation.
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Appendix A
Read Me for V-SDDTE
This file will discuss 6 topics:
1. The MATLAB files that you need to edit
2. List of .m files and folder structure required to run Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m
3. Required formatting and naming for CSV files for code AS IS
4. Changes required if you want to change the CSV file format
5. How to add additional background images
6. How to add additional quadrotor models
1. The MATLAB files that you need to edit
The only files that you need to open and edit are the files called Viewing Mocap
Trajectories.m and Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig.
To properly open and edit Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig, open MATLAB, right
click Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig, and click “Open in GUIDE”. The Viewing Mocap
Trajectories.fig, file is the graphical interface that is used to change the physical ap-
pearance of the GUI. There are ways to add components to the GUI by adding additional
commands to Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m, but this GUI was constructed primarily in
GUIDE. If you edit the GUI, it is suggested that you also use GUIDE.
The file Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m contains the code that is associated with
the GUI defined in Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig. The code in Viewing Mocap
Trajectories.m corresponds to each of the dynamic components (i.e. edit text, push
buttons, pop up menus, etc.) that were added. The static components (i.e. static text,
panels, etc) do not produce any code that is visible in Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m.
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The next couple of paragraphs will describe key functions of the code in Viewing Mocap
Trajectories.m.
The first function that you want to concern yourself with is as follows:
function Viewing Mocap Trajectories OpeningFcn (hObject, eventdata, handles,
varargin)
This function is used to define variables prior to the GUI becoming visible. If you want
to define any variables that are defined after the GUI is built but prior to the GUI being
visible to the user, this is the section where you define them (see code for examples).
There are two additional types of functions that are currently (as of June 7, 2017) being
used in the GUI. They are Callback and CreateFcn and an example for a component
with the tag, COMPONENT TAG are shown below.
function COMPONENT TAG Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
function COMPONENT TAG CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
The CreateFcn is used to create the physical component that is seen in the GUI.
This section can be used to define additional characteristics to a component that weren’t
previously defined in Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig. For example, in function person
popupmenu CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) the options that the user is able
to select are defined dynamically. This is done because the choices may change over time.
Therefore, the choices will update automatically without the user having to manually
change the possible selection choices.
The Callback is used to update variables when the state of a component has been
changed (i.e. someone changes a value in an edit text box, someone selects a new op-
tion from a popup menu, etc.). This type of function is pretty straight forward. See
Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m for examples.
Adding Styles Note:
If you want to add/change styles to the GUI, add them to the String parameter defined
in Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig. Once the style is added to the GUI interface,
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add a case to the function function style popupmenu Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles) to reflect the added style so it can be incorporated
IMPORTANT NOTE: After you define or update any handles variable, you must include
the following text at the end of the function: guidata(hObject,handles). This text saves
the variable so that it can be used in other functions. If you do not include this text, the
variable will not be stored after the completion of the function.
2. List of files and folder structure required to run Data Driven Quad.m
Required files
get cntr of mass.m
get data pts.m
get rot stat pts.m
get stat pts.m
get stick fig pts.m
plot walking animation.m
quadrotor animation all affect.m
quadrotor animation one affect.m
stlRead.m
stl.GetFormat.m
stlReadAscii.m
stlReadBinary.m
TabManager.m
Viewing Mocap Trajectories.fig
Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m
walking animation all affect.m
walking animation one affect.m
quadrotor dummy.stl
Folders
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Figure A.1: Subfolder structure for V-SDDTE
In the folder containing all of the .m files, there must also be three folders. They MUST
be named background images, stl files, and raw data.
The background images folder will contain subfolders that describe various backgrounds.
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU NEVER DELETE THE SUBFOLDER LA-
BELED “None”. The names of these subfolders are used to generate background selection
options in the GUI. Within each of these subfolders, there are 2 pictures corresponding to
images that will be projected onto the xy-plane and the xz/yz-planes.
The stl files folder contains the models that are used to create the quadrotor simu-
lation. Theoretically, any .stl model will work, but if it is really large, it may cause the
system to be incredibly slow or crash. Try to keep the features to a minimum to reduce
the number of vertices and faces in the STL file.
The raw data folder must contain a subfolder named csv files for the GUI to run.
Within the csv files folder, there are subfolders that correspond to the person (3 char-
acter code) that was filmed in the motion capture. Within the person subfolder, there are
additional subfolders that correspond to the style of the walking sequences (2 character
code). The CSV files with the walking data are corresponding to the person and style are
contained within the style subfolders. There is a screen capture of the subfolder structure
shown below in Fig. A.1. The naming convention for the CSV files is discussed in the
next section.
3. Required formatting and naming for CSV files for code AS
IS
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The CSV files must be names in the following format:
AAA walk BB C One Cycle.csv
Where AAA corresponds to a 3 character code associated with the person who was
recorded, BB is a 2 character code associated with the style or a↵ect of the movement, and
C corresponds to the direction the person walks during the movement capture recording
and is either 1 (counter-clockwise), 2 (clockwise), or 3 (straight).
If you do not name the CSV files correctly, or put them in the incorrect folder, the GUI
will not run.
The columns of the CSV file must be as follows:
columns 1-3: head (x,y,z)
columns 4-6: neck (x,y,z)
columns 7-9: left shoulder (x,y,z)
columns 10-12: left elbow (x,y,z)
columns 13-15: left wrist (x,y,z)
columns 16-18: right shoulder (x,y,z)
columns 19-21: right elbow (x,y,z)
columns 22-24: right wrist (x,y,z)
columns 25-27: pelvis (x,y,z)
columns 28-30: left hip (x,y,z)
columns 31-33: left knee (x,y,z)
columns 34-36: left ankle (x,y,z)
columns 37-39: right hip (x,y,z)
columns 40-42: right knee (x,y,z)
columns 43-45: right ankle (x,y,z)
columns 46-48: COM (x,y,z)
columns 49-51: lower body COM (x,y,z)
columns 52-54: upper body COM (x,y,z)
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4. How to get CSV files with individual cycle data if the folder
One Cycle does not exist
If you just want to change the naming format but you want to keep the contents of the
file the same, you can but you will have to edit code in Viewing Mocap Trajectories.m,
walking animation one affect.m, and walking animation all affect.m
If you want to change the contents of the file (i.e. add additional joints or remove exist-
ing joints) you need to reformat get cntr of mass.m, get data pts.m, get rot stat pts.m,
get stat pts.m, get stick fig pts.m, walking animation one affect.m, and walking
animation all affect.m
5. How to add additional background images
The first paragraph is directly copied from a previous section. This was done in case
you did not read said section or needed a refresher. The background images folder will
contain subfolders that describe various backgrounds. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT
YOU NEVER DELETE THE SUBFOLDER LABELED “None”. The names of these
subfolders are used to generate background selection options in the GUI. Within each of
these subfolders, there are 2 pictures corresponding to images that will be projected onto
the xy-plane and the xz/yz-planes.
To create a new background, the first thing you need to do is add a subfolder to the
background images. The name of the folder should be the background description/name.
The folder name will be used to create the background selection option in background
context popup menu in the GUI.
Within the folder you just created, you need to add 2 pictures corresponding to images
that will be projected onto the xy-plane and the xz/yz-planes (sides). They need to be
named xy.jpg for the xy-plane image, side.jpg for the xz/yz-planes image. If you do
not name these correctly, or put them in the incorrect folder, the GUI may not run.
6. How to add additional aerial models
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To create a new aerial model, you just need to add the STL file for the model to the
folder labeled stl files. The name of the STL file will automatically appear in the GUI
the next time you run it. The naming format does not matter as long as it ends in .stl.
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Appendix B
Read Me for C-SDDTE
This file will discuss 6 topics:
1. List of .m files and folder structure required to run Data Driven Quad.m
2. Required formatting and naming for CSV files for code AS IS
3. How to get CSV files with individual cycle data if the folder One Cycle does not
exist
4. Defining new primary trajectories
5. How to add additional background images
6. How to add additional quadrotor models
1. List of files and folder structure required to run Data Driven Quad.m
Required files
Data Driven Quad.m
Data Driven Quad.fig
baseline trajectories.m
populate GUI.m
run GUI animation.m
TabManager.m
working cycle.m
quadrotor dummy.stl
stlRead.m
stlGetFormat.m
stlReadAscii.m
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stlReadBinary.m
stlSlimVerts.m
Folders
In the folder containing all of the .m files, there must also be three folders. They MUST
be named background images, stl files, and One Cycle.
The background images folder will contain subfolders that describe various backgrounds.
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU NEVER DELETE THE SUBFOLDER LA-
BELED “None”. The names of these subfolders are used to generate background selection
options in the GUI. Within each of these subfolders, there are 2 pictures corresponding to
images that will be projected onto the xy-plane and the xz/yz-planes.
The stl files folder contains the models that are used to create the quadrotor simu-
lation. Theoretically, any .stl model will work, but if it is really large, it may cause the
system to be incredibly slow or crash. Try to keep the features to a minimum to reduce
the number of vertices and faces in the STL file.
The One Cycle folder must contain all of the CSV files directly in it. The CSV files can
not be contained in subfolders of the program will not be able to find them. The naming
convention for the CSV files is discussed in the next section.
2. Required formatting and naming for CSV files for code AS IS
The CSV files must be names in the following format:
AAA walk BB C One Cycle.csv
Where AAA corresponds to a 3 character code associated with the person who was
recorded, BB is a 2 character code associated with the style or a↵ect of the movement, and
C corresponds to the direction the person walks during the movement capture recording
and is either 1 (counter-clockwise), 2 (clockwise), or 3 (straight).
If you do not name the CSV files correctly, or put them in the incorrect folder, the GUI
will not run.
The columns of the CSV file must be as follows:
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columns 1-3: head (x,y,z)
columns 4-6: neck (x,y,z)
columns 7-9: left shoulder (x,y,z)
columns 10-12: left elbow (x,y,z)
columns 13-15: left wrist (x,y,z)
columns 16-18: right shoulder (x,y,z)
columns 19-21: right elbow (x,y,z)
columns 22-24: right wrist (x,y,z)
columns 25-27: pelvis (x,y,z)
columns 28-30: left hip (x,y,z)
columns 31-33: left knee (x,y,z)
columns 34-36: left ankle (x,y,z)
columns 37-39: right hip (x,y,z)
columns 40-42: right knee (x,y,z)
columns 43-45: right ankle (x,y,z)
columns 46-48: COM (x,y,z)
columns 49-51: lower body COM (x,y,z)
columns 52-54: upper body COM (x,y,z)
3. How to get CSV files with individual cycle data if the folder
One Cycle does not exist
In the folder containing Data Driven Quad.m there is a subfolder named Format Raw
Data. If One Cycle does not exist, open create individual cycle.m and run it. This
will create the One Cycle folder and format all the data correctly. The list of files below
are required to run the create individual cycle.m code.
create individual cycle.m
get cntr of mass.m
get data pts.m
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get rot stat pts.m
get stat pts.m
In addition to the above files, there needs to be a folder named raw data that contains
a subfolder named csv files. There should be no subfolders in csv files, only CSV
files. If the subfolder csv files doesn’t exist, open convert ptd.m and run it. When it
is finished running, make sure that the the contents of the csv files folder are formatted
correctly.
4. Defining new primary trajectories
To define new baseline trajectories, open the .m file named baseline trajectories.m.
As of 08/25/2017, there are 3 baseline trajectories already defined (Arc, Circle, Line).
When creating a new trajectory, it is important to make sure that the length of the
vectors defining the trajectory are equal to the variable mod len. Additionally, the vectors
for the new trajectory must be included in a structure. See the example below. In example
below, NNNNN is the name that you want to appear in the MATLAB GUI.
NNNNN x= desired x trajectory; %EDIT - x coordinates for baseline trajectory
NNNNN y=desired y trajectory; %EDIT - y coordinates for baseline trajectory
NNNNN z=ones(mod len,1)*hand.z height; %DO NOT EDIT - z coordinated for base-
line trajectory
data.NNNNN=struct(‘x’,NNNNN x,‘y’,NNNNN y,‘z’,NNNNN z);%DO NOT EDIT - defines
the baseline trajectory and outputs it from the function
5. How to add additional background images
The first paragraph is directly copied from a previous section. This was done in case
you did not read said section or needed a refresher. The background images folder will
contain subfolders that describe various backgrounds. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT
YOU NEVER DELETE THE SUBFOLDER LABELED “None”. The names of these
subfolders are used to generate background selection options in the GUI. Within each of
these subfolders, there are 2 pictures corresponding to images that will be projected onto
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the xy-plane and the xz/yz-planes.
To create a new background, the first thing you need to do is add a subfolder to the
background images. The name of the folder should be the background description/name.
The folder name will be used to create the background selection option in background
context popup menu in the GUI.
Within the folder you just created, you need to add 2 pictures corresponding to images
that will be projected onto the xy-plane and the xz/yz-planes (sides). They need to be
named xy.jpg for the xy-plane image, side.jpg for the xz/yz-planes image. If you do
not name these correctly, or put them in the incorrect folder, the GUI may not run.
6. How to add additional aerial models
To create a new aerial model, you just need to add the STL file for the model to the
folder labeled stl files. The name of the STL file will automatically appear in the GUI
the next time you run it. The naming format does not matter as long as it ends in .stl.
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Appendix C
Screen Captures of User Study Questions
Figure C.1: This figure shows a screen capture of the first type of question in Study 1 as
the type of question asked in Study 2
Figure C.2: This figure shows a screen capture of the second type of question in Study 1.
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Figure C.3: This figure shows a screen captures of the third type of question in Study 1.
This example contains the OASIS reference image set [15] (left), the GAPED image set
[16] (center), and the the OASIS second image set [15] (right).
Figure C.4: This figure shows a screen captures of some of the semantic di↵erential scale
questions asked in Study 3. The screen capture also includes the video being evaluated
at the top of the figure.
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Figure C.5: This figure shows a screen captures of one of the questions that was asked in
Study 3 to help reduce the likelihood that the participants were not random selecting.
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Appendix D
Additional Results from User Studies
Figure D.1: The mappings show the normalized ratings of the animations that were
created for Study 2. The ratings of the animations are separated by stylized walking
sequence and are displayed as circles. The normalized ratings of the stylized walking
sequences are also included and are represented by black diamonds. The animation
ratings were normalized using Equation 6.6.
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Figure D.2: The mappings show the original ratings of the animations that were created
for Study 2. The ratings of the animations are separated by environmental context and
are displayed as circles. The original ratings of the environmental contexts are also
included and are represented by black squares.
Figure D.3: The mappings show the original ratings of the animations that were created
for Study 2. The ratings of the animations are separated by stylized walking sequence
and are displayed as circles. The original ratings of the stylized walking sequences are
also included and are represented by black diamonds.
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